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ABSTRACT
Pricing Guidance tools at Airbnb aim to help hosts maximize

the earning for each night of stay. For a given listing, the earning-

maximization price point of a night can vary greatly with lead-day -

the number of days from now until the night of stay. This introduces

systematic bias in running marketplace A/B tests to compare the

performances of two pricing strategies. Lead-day bias can cause the

short-term experiment result to move in the opposite direction to

the long-term impact, possibly leading to the suboptimal business

decisionandcustomerdissatisfaction.Wepropose anefficient experi-

mentation approach that corrects for the bias,minimizes the possible

negative impact of experimenting, and greatly accelerates the R&D

cycle. This paper is the first of its kind to lays out the theoretical

framework along with the real-world example that demonstrates

the magnitude of the bias. It serves as a conversation starter for such

insidious type of experimentation bias that is likely present in other

marketplaces of expirable goods such as vacation nights, car rentals,

and airline tickets, concert passes, or ride-hailings.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Mathematics of computing→ Probabilistic inference prob-
lems; •Applied computing→ E-commerce infrastructure.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online controlled experiments (e.g. A/B tests) have been the

gold standard in understanding the impact of a potential feature

change[23, 26, 27]. Pricing Guidance at Airbnb is no exception.

Airbnb does not control the nightly prices set by hosts. To help

them respond to the travel trends and maximize earnings, we offer

tools that provide hosts with tips or suggestions for pricing their

listings. We constantly improve our recommendation engine, lever-

agingA/B testing as guidance throughout the process. Inmanyof the
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experiments,weoftenobservea strong “novelty” effect [24, 27, 42], in

which, the revenue impact measured in the experiment often trends

strongly either in the positive and negative direction before chang-

ing its course and stabilize at a certain level, but only after months

of running. Fig. 1 demonstrates an example of such novelty effect.

Figure 1: The puzzling outcome of a pricing experiment. The revenue
metric shown here is aggregated over all the bookings since the start
of the experiment to the current date. Very often, this metric trends
strongly in once direction, negative in this case, before changing
course, and it could takemonths beforemetric converges.
Most of the feature changes in these experiments happen in the

backend, primarily in recommended prices to hosts, with virtually

no interruption in the user-facing components. Thus, the classic nov-

elty effect [17, 18, 33], in which, users tend to find the new interface

experience either more fascinating or more disorienting for a short

period of time, does not apply. Instead, this is the systematic result

of the interaction between the pricing strategy and lead-day, i.e. the

number of days between now and the night of stay that we provide

the recommendation for. This lead-daybias decouples the short-term

observation of the treatment effect from its true long-term impact,

and the implied revenue gain or loss at stake could be significant for

a platformwith millions of active listings.

Aside from seasonality, lead-day is a major component in pric-

ing for perishable goods such as vacation nights, concert tickets,

airplane tickets etc. Sellers tend to update the prices accordingly:

price high at the beginning and lower it later if the good is not sold,

or give out a discount to the early birds to ensure the sale. To help

hosts maximize revenues, our pricing recommendation models are

heavily lead-day dependent: the tools provide updated suggestions

for nightly prices daily to account for howmuch relevant inventory

is left on the platform and how close the booking dates are. Thus,

the revenue-maximization price point for a summer trip can vary

significantly depending on the time of booking, taking the full ad-

vantage of the lead-day dynamic. Fig. 2 demonstrates the lead-day

dynamic of a sample price recommendation. More details on our

price recommendation system architect can be found in [43].

The standard way of conducting A/B tests for pricing recommen-

dations is to randomize the pool of listings into the treatment and

control groups. For the control group, all the pricing recommenda-

tions are generated by the model in production as usual while for

the treatment group, we immediately switch the recommendations

https://doi.org/10.1145/3583780.3615502
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Figure 2: The orange line is the price recommendations for summer
nights at the beginning of May, and the blue line price recommen-
dations twoweeks later. The blue line is significantly below orange
line for upcoming nights.

to the new test model post randomization. As a result, the upcoming

nights in the treatment group would be priced under two separate

and uncoordinated models, production one earlier and development

one later. We call this Mixed Treatment Effect and it will mainly bias

against theperformanceof thenights that are close to the experiment

start date in the treatment group. Another bias is introduced through

accounting: in A/B test, our revenue metric is recognized on the day

of the booking regardless of the check-in date, and it will favor the

pricing strategy that sells thenight at a faster rate, but not necessarily

the one that fetches the highest final price. We call this Fill Rate Bias.

This paper is the first of its kind to discuss the phenomenon of

how a pricing algorithm for perishable items, vacation nights in this

case, can interact with lead-day, making the short-term experiment

point to the opposite direction of the long-term impact inmany cases.

The major contributions of this paper include:

• Present and bring awareness of lead-day bias that can cause

the short-term effect to move in the opposite direction of the

long-term effect.

• Identify two sources of bias in the marketplace experiments

related to lead-day.

• With the understanding of two biases, propose a three-prong

approach to correct for bias and accelerate the experimenta-

tion process by:

(1) Limiting treatment roll-out to nights that are far enough

lead-day,

(2) Smart-overlapping of the experiments through stack-up

scheduling,

(3) ApplyingaHeterogeneousTreatmentEffect (HTE)-remixed

estimator to predict the long-term effect.

• Verify with real-world experiments. Our approach is applica-

ble to a broad set of pricing experiments with expirable/per-

ishable goods.

Lead-day bias is not Airbnb-specific but it applies to all the mar-

ketplaces of expirable goods such as travel reservations, hail-ridings,

airline tickets, or concert passes.We suspect thatmany othermarket-

place companiesmight havemissed this interference in runningA/B

tests, which could bias the decision-making process and affect the

consumers as a result. [22] details the design of the experimentation

platform at a big travel platform without mentioning the issue with

lead-day bias and how the platform can accommodate it. This paper

serves as the conversation starter about such an important and insid-

ious bias in A/B testing. The solution proposed by the paper, while

working reasonably well in our case, can be iteratively improved

through the contribution of the industry experts once it is presented.

The rest of the paper is organized as the following: Section 2 high-

tlights past researches from the industry as well as academia on the

topic of short vs. long-term treatment effect as well as other chal-

lenges of marketplace experimentation. We then dissect lead-day

bias into two components in Section 3 and illustrate them by a real

pricing experiment in Section 3.3. We propose the corrections for

both types of lead-day bias in Section 4. Section 5 demonstrates our

method using the same real pricing experiment.

For readers new to the subject, below is a few essential terminolo-

gies to understand the marketplace experiment setup at Airbnb:

• Listing: This is a unit of vacation rental at Airbnb. Once a

listing is onboarded to the platform, hosts can start setting the

availability and price for each future night. Hosts can either

set a flat price for all the nights or a personalized the price for

each night. Our Pricing Guidance tools can also provide hosts

with the nightly price suggestions.

• Night: This is referred to the actual date of a stay, and it is
forward-looking. Guests can book a night that is up to two

years in advance.Most of the bookings, however, are formuch

closer check-in dates.

• Lead-day: The number of days from the current date to the

night that we want to help hosts price to sell. A same-day

booking will have a lead-day of 0, and the next day a lead-day

of -1. Both are examples of short lead-day bookings.

• Booking Cycle: This is referred to the period, in which, a

night could be booked. A night is typically booked from 120

days ahead until same-day booking, or from -120 to 0 lead-day.

• Realized Night: A night that has passed, and we no longer

could sell it. We can also refer to the night as expired.

• Realized Booking: A booking with check-in date in the past.

• Realized Revenue: Revenue from realized bookings.

2 RELATEDWORKS
Divergence between short vs. long-term treatment effect both

experimentally and observationally is not new. Industry leaders in

A/B tests have also studied extensively about the novelty effect

[9, 13, 18, 24, 25, 33]. They, however, mostly deal with the user

learning rate [37], in which, users’ level of engagement changes

over time depending on their familiarity with the treatment. This

novelty vs. primacy effect issue is also well-known in psychology

[1, 6, 21, 31, 32, 36], medicine [4], sport science [16, 20], sociology

[38], and healthcare [30]. The technical solution is usually top-down

by estimating the user learning rate by comparing theAverage Treat-

ment Effect (ATE) among different experiment periods. Lead-day

bias is slightly different, in which, it is the result of the interaction

between the treatment and lead-day, and a more targeted solution

of using lead-day HTE-remixed estimator is leveraged in this paper.

In academia, [3] discusses in detail the use of short-term surrogate

index to project the long-term impact. In order for a surrogate index

to work, long-term outcome needs to be independent of the treat-

ment, conditional on the full set of surrogates. This is not feasible

given the complex interaction between pricing andmarket dynamics

at Airbnb. It also uses a single point-in-time set of surrogate metrics

to predict long-term,which does not capture the time dynamism.An-

other promising approach is to combine both short-term experiment

data with long-term observational data suggested by [2] to estimate

the final outcome. In Airbnb case, lead-day bias can make the short-

term result move in the opposite direction of the long-term, and it is

risky to launch the test variant based on a short-running experiment

and observationally estimate the long-term impact. Other direc-

tions and improvements in developing surrogacy for A/B testing by
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[5, 10, 39] are promising, butmost assume that the treatment remains

stable over time. In the case of dynamic pricing, it is not guaranteed

that the treatment will remain stable as the pricing outputs can

change dramatically over time depending on the market condition.

Aside from short vs. long-term treatment effect issue,marketplace

experiments can be prone to several other types of bias. Cannibal-

ization, for one, where the treatment applied on one experiment

arm can affect the outcome in another arm, is one of the most out-

standing and well-known issues. There have been several attempts

to understand and correct this bias[7, 19, 28, 29]. Relatedly, network

effect is another serious issue, and there exists a large body of works

dedicated to understanding and addressing it in the context of run-

ning A/B tests[8, 14, 34, 42]. Lastly, companies and platforms have

invested heavily into improving test sensitivity aswe very often deal

with long-tailed test populations[12, 41].

Despite all of the above efforts, lead-day bias remains an elusive

topic, and as far as our understanding, no previous researches in

either industry or academia have tangentially mentioned and at-

tempted to address this kind of experimentation interference. With

this paper, we hope to invite more discussions on how to solve such

insidious and widespread inference bias.

3 DISSECTING LEAD-DAY BIAS
For simplicity, in this scenario, our goal is to find the pricing strat-

egy thatmaximizes earning forMay 1
st
night and share that informa-

tion with hosts. This scenario also assumes that the listings are ho-

mogeneous and should be priced with the same pricing strategy. For

illustration, say we have a flat pricing policy in production: it prices

the night is the same regardless of the lead time. The competing algo-

rithmprices the nightmore dynamically: it prices the night relatively

more expensive at the early book date and starts dropping the price

at a later date if the night remains unsold. Fig. 3 demonstrates the

two pricing strategies that we want to compare against each other.

Figure 3: Two different pricing strategies that vary price by lead-day
forMay 1st night.

We conduct the A/B test and randomize our pool of listings into

the control group which will stay under the production model and

the treatment group which will be switched to the test model im-

mediately post-randomization. Assume we launch the experiment

on February 1
st
and begin observing the outcomes after 3 weeks to

make the launch decision. All the bookings made during this period

for May 1
st
check-in date will be considered in the analysis. Under

this setup, the final experiment result will only capture a portion of

the booking windows as shown in Fig. 4, and it introduces biases.

3.1 Mixed Treatment Effect
The first type of bias is due to the listings in the treatment group

being priced under two distinct pricing strategies. Prior to the start

of the experiment, a sizable portion of the inventory had been sold

under the production model. The remaining of the inventories was

switched immediately to the test model after the experiment starts.

Figure 4: TheA/B test only captures a portion of the bookingwindow.

In this scenario, since the productionmodel priced the night cheaper,

many desirable listings might have already been sold before Febru-

ary 1
st
, leaving the test model with little room left to raise the price.

This discontinuity in the pricing strategy works against the listings

in the treatment group, and we call this Mixed Treatment Effect. See

Fig. 5 for the demonstration of this bias.

Figure 5: Mixed Treatment Effect causes bias against listings in the
treatment group due to the discontinuity in the pricing strategy.

3.2 Fill Rate Bias
The second type of bias is due to howwe account for the booking

metrics.Asmentioned above,we credit anybookingmadeduring the

runtime of the experiment toward the final result. As in this case, our

experiment ends before May 1
st
, the experiment result may not be

reflective of howmuch revenue each algorithmcould have generated

by the night’s expiration date. Fig. 6 demonstrates this accounting

issue: During the experiment runtime, our production model prices

May 1
st
night cheaper, thus, it could sell faster. Hypothetically, we

could sell three nights in the control group for $100/night, and the

final revenue is $300 by the end of the experiment. In the treatment

group, we price the night at $150, and only manage to sell one night,

and the total take home is $150. This leaves us with -50% drop in

revenue for the treatment group, and the test model is a no-go. Had

we let the experiment to run until May 1
st
, we could have seen the

treatment group dropping the prices to $100/night. We could have

managed to sell additional 3 nights in the treatment group at the

lower price, and the realized revenue is $450 while the control group

only sells one more night at the flat price of $100/night. Thus, the

final outcome could have been $450 for the treatment group vs. $400

for the control group. This is +12.5% lift, a hugewin for the testmodel

which we could have missed out. We call this Fill Rate Bias due to it

favors the pricing strategy that fills the room faster, not necessarily

at higher revenue.

One salient point is that in practice, the final experiment outcome

is aggregated over many nights together, and this makes the debi-

asing work even more challenging and complex. In the next section,

we will go through the result of a real Smart Pricing experiment that

we ran between 2021-2022 to demonstrate this point.
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Figure 6: Fill Rate will favor the pricing strategy that fills the room at
a faster rate and not necessarily leads to the highest revenue possible.

3.3 Empirical evidence fromarealpricingexperiment
We demonstrate both types of bias using data from a real exper-

iment that ran between December 2021 and April 2022. For this ex-

periment, we tested out a new revenue-maximization strategy layer

for listings that were enrolled in Airbnb Smart Pricing. In treatment

group, the average recommended price was about 2% higher than

the control for longer lead-day bookings and dropped aggressively

as the check-in dates draw closer.

Since the listings in the treatment group were listed at higher

prices, for the early bookers, we will expect the nights to be sold at

slower rates, and revenue might only catch up at the approaching of

the check-in date. At the same time, due to Mixed Treatment Effect,

the earlier nights at the start of the experiment might not perform

as well as the later nights which enjoyed more continuous pricing

strategies in the treatment group. Figure 7 provides the cohort view,

in which, we line up the revenue lift by lead-day for a fixed group of

nights. Horizontally, as the check-in date gets closer, the revenue lift

gradually improves due to Fill Rate Bias winding down. Vertically,

the further away thenights are to the experiment start date, thebetter

the test model performs due to Mixed Treatment Effect early on.

Figure 7: Revenue lift by lead-day for nights of the first week of
January, February, andMarch nights. Due to Fill Rate Bias, revenue
lift gets better as lead-daymoves closer to zero for all the nights. Also,
the further the nights are to the start of the experiment, the better
it performs due to the Mixed Treatment Effect is stronger January
nights than February nights thanMarch nights.

In summary, in order to help hosts optimize for revenue, our pric-

ing recommendation models are heavily lead-day dependent. This

introduces lead-daybiaswhen runninganA/B test:MixedTreatment

Effect biases against listings in the treatment group in the earlier

nights due to them being priced under two distinct models while Fill

Rate will favor the pricing model that sells the nights at faster rates.

The next sectionwill discuss on a combined proposal to correct these

biases by redesigning our experiment and post-analysis adjustment.

4 CORRECTING LEAD-DAY BIAS
4.1 MitigateMixed Treatment Effect through design

Under the default A/B test framework, we would roll out the test

model on the treatment group immediately after randomization. In

our case, it causes the discontinuity in pricing strategy for those

nights that are close to the experiment start date in the treatment

group. As shown in the Fig. 7 above, January and February nights are

heavily impacted byMixed Treatment Effect. Thus, instead of rolling

out the test model to all the nights, it is better for us to limit the test

model to nights that are sufficiently far away from the experiment

start date and limit our analysis to the bookings on these nights to

mitigate the Mixed Treatment Effect.

Airbnb’s main pricingmodel usually prices nights 120 days ahead,

and the majority of the bookings are captured within this maximum

lead-day. TheMixed Treatment Effect would be completely removed

if we limit rolling out the testmodel to nights that are 120 days ahead.

In practice, the 120-day period could be significantly shortened as

the bulk of the bookings happens within two months in advance.

For each experiment, depending on the seasonality, we could decide

ahead of time onhow far aheadweneed to start rolling out themodel.

For example, during the high-demand season of summer, nights tend

to be booked far in advance. For experiments that start in May, it

is better to bypass summer nights and only roll out the test model

starting for September nights. In this experiment, we could have

been better off rolling out the test model for March nights despite

the experiment’s start date in December.

4.2 Smart-overlapping of experiments
Pricing experiments tend to have low sensitivity due to the high

degree of heterogeneity among Airnbb listings. We usually have to

dedicate the entire experiment bandwidth to one experiment at a

time, and two pricing experiments, despite being orthogonal, need

to be run sequentially. We can only run a handful of experiments

in a year, which critically slows down our pace of innovations. The

limited roll-out approach proposed above ensures that the experi-

ment captures the treatment effect for the entire booking cycle, and

the analysis is restricted to one specific set of nights. This also frees

up experiment bandwidth, allowing us to launch other experiments

for non-overlapping sets of nights. For example, while running the

current experiment that started in December with treatment and

impact analysis limited to March nights, we could fit in another ex-

periment that starts in January with treatment and impact analysis

limited to April nights, and so on. Fig. 8 demonstrates this exper-

iment stack-up strategy. Under this proposal, in theory, we could

run up to nine experiments in a year instead of three, and signifi-

cantly accelerates the R&D process. Admittedly, there will be some

spillover where trips are booked across the months, and we would

need some rest intervals among experiments. The pacing between

two consecutive experiments will need to be adjusted depending

on seasonality as mentioned previously. This is a small price to pay

in exchange for the nimbleness in testing and iterating. In the next

section, wewill go into details of another technical workaround that

can shorten the runtime of a pricing experiment and allow for even

more experiments to fit into our testing schedule.

4.3 Predict long-term final effect from short-term ex-
periment withHTE remixing

Due to Fill Rate Bias, evaluating a new pricing policy normally

requires running an experiment long enough such that most nights

in the experiment are realized. At the same time, to mitigate the

Mix Treatment Effect, we will roll out and experiment on nights

sufficiently far away from the experiment start. This means the ex-

periment needs to run for at least four months for conclusion! In

practice, this will significantly lengthen the R&D cycle. Instead of

passively running a long-term experiment to avoid the Fill Rate Bias,
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Figure 8: Ideal roll-out schedule of pricing experiments. Highlighted
cells indicated nights that the treatment and analysis are limited to
for each experiment.

we propose a method to adjust lead-day bias proactively so that we

can predict the long-term effect from a shorter-term experiment. In

particular, instead of running a four-month experiment, we can get

an early read on the experiment as soon as two months post-launch.

Aside from operational improvement, this is acutely important in

preventing the negative impact of the test model on revenue.

Let 𝑖 and 𝑗 be the indices for nights and lead-days respectively and

𝑙 for listings. Following the last section, we only consider lead-day

within 120 days so 𝑗 =−120,...,0. Let 𝑟 𝑙
𝑖 𝑗
be the total revenue for the

night 𝑖 of a listing 𝑙 booked 𝑗 days ahead. Averaging across all listings

in a treatment group 𝑔=𝑡,𝑐 we get

𝑚
𝑔

𝑖 𝑗
=

1

𝑛𝑔

[ 𝑛𝑔∑︁
𝑙=1

𝑟 𝑙𝑖 𝑗

]
.

For each 𝑖, 𝑗 , we can compute the lift of revenue for night 𝑖 booked

𝑗 days ahead as

LIFT𝑖 𝑗 =
𝑚𝑡
𝑖 𝑗
−𝑚𝑐

𝑖 𝑗

𝑚𝑐
𝑖 𝑗

,

and lift of revenue for nights 𝑖 from all lead-day 𝑗 as

LIFT𝑖 =

∑
0

𝑗=−120𝑚
𝑡
𝑖 𝑗
−∑0

𝑗=−120𝑚
𝑐
𝑖 𝑗∑

0

𝑗=−120𝑚
𝑐
𝑖 𝑗

.

Define𝑤𝑖 𝑗 =
𝑚𝑐

𝑖 𝑗∑
0

𝑗=−120𝑚
𝑐
𝑖 𝑗

be the proportion of revenue booked 𝑗 days

ahead in the control group. In other words, for each 𝑖 ,𝑤𝑖 𝑗 represents

how fast listings were booked as lead-day 𝑗 approaches 0 in the

current control pricing strategy. With this notation,

0∑︁
𝑗=−120

𝑤𝑖 𝑗×LIFT𝑖 𝑗 =
0∑︁

𝑗=−120

𝑚𝑐
𝑖 𝑗∑

0

𝑗=−120𝑚
𝑐
𝑖 𝑗

×
𝑚𝑡
𝑖 𝑗
−𝑚𝑐

𝑖 𝑗

𝑚𝑐
𝑖 𝑗

=

∑
0

𝑗=−120𝑚
𝑡
𝑖 𝑗
−∑0

𝑗=−120𝑚
𝑐
𝑖 𝑗∑

0

𝑗=−120𝑚
𝑐
𝑖 𝑗

.

Therefore,

LIFT𝑖 =

0∑︁
𝑗=−120

𝑤𝑖 𝑗 ×LIFT𝑖 𝑗 . (1)

Equation (1) says for any given night 𝑖 the lift of revenue is a

weighted average of observed lift of revenue spread across different

lead-day 𝑗 . This sounds obvious and we are just segmenting the

revenuemetric by lead-day.But there is a fundamental difference: the

weights𝑤𝑖 𝑗 aredefinedusing the control grouponly, and the revenue

mix from treatment policy can be very different from the control!

Two critical insights from Equation (1) leading to our proposed

correction method are:

(1) LIFT𝑖 𝑗 is simply a function of lead-day 𝑗 and not related to 𝑖 if

we assume the Fill Rate Bias manifest itself through lead-day.

In a short-term experiment, we may not be able to observe

LIFT𝑖 𝑗 for 𝑗 close to 0, but when the trend is strong, a regres-

sion model can be used to extrapolate the trend.

(2) 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 may seem to also depend on whether we run the exper-

iment long enough for all nights to be realized. However,

because it is a property of the current control policy, we can

estimate them using past observational data.

The derivation above entails the following result.

Theorem 1. Assume E(LIFT𝑖 𝑗 )= 𝑓 ( 𝑗) for a function 𝑓 of lead-day
𝑗 , i.e.

LIFT𝑖 𝑗 = 𝑓 ( 𝑗)+𝜖𝑖 𝑗 ,E(𝜖𝑖 𝑗 )=0 . (2)

If estimates 𝑓 ( 𝑗) are asymptotically unbiased for 𝑓 ( 𝑗), then
0∑︁

𝑗=−120
𝑤𝑖 𝑗 × 𝑓 ( 𝑗) (3)

is asymptotically unbiased for E(LIFT𝑖 ).
Modeling E(𝐿𝐼𝐹𝑇𝑖 𝑗 ) as a function of lead-day 𝑖 is a special type

of heterogeneous treatment effect (HTE) [40]. In our case, we have

point estimates of 𝐿𝐼𝐹𝑇𝑖 𝑗 as well as their variances using the Delta

method [11]

𝑉𝑎𝑟 (LIFT𝑖 𝑗 )=
1

(𝑚𝑐
𝑖 𝑗
)2

(
(𝜎𝑡𝑖 𝑗 )

2+
(𝑚𝑡

𝑖 𝑗
)2

(𝑚𝑐
𝑖 𝑗
)2
(𝜎𝑐𝑖 𝑗 )

2

)
(4)

where (𝜎𝑔
𝑖 𝑗
)2 is the sample variance of revenues generated by listings

in the group 𝑔 for bookings of the night 𝑖 at lead-day 𝑗 . We can fit

observed LIFT𝑖 𝑗 as a function of 𝑗 with each data point weighted by

the reciprocal of its estimated variance.

Fig. 9demonstrates the relationshipbetween lead-dayandrevenue

lift with aWeighted Least Square (WLS) linear regression model[35]

fitted. Even without observing the last month’s data, we can see

the linearly upward trend can project to the last month. We also

see weighting the data points as the reciprocal of their variances is

important when observed LIFT𝑖 𝑗 has some large variance estimates

between−120 to−100 lead days because less booking happened that
early. Algorithm 1 details our entire fitting procedure.

Figure 9: Revenue lift as a function of lead-day with theWLS regres-
sion line fitted. The treatment lowers the prices as the lead-day gets
shorter, our revenuemetric getsbetterover time, and this relationship
can help to project the long-term revenue lift. The size of each data
point is proportionate to the weight underWLS regression. Very few
bookings happen between -120 to -100 lead day, thus, the variances
of point-estimates are high and the weights are relatively small.

5 APPLY CORRECTIONTOREAL EXPERIMENTS
For the real experiment introduced in Section 3.3, we use the

nights fromMarch to evaluate the performance of the remixed HTE

estimator. We ran this experiment past March to get the final effect
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Algorithm 1 Long-term effect prediction from short-term observations

1: functionHTE(𝑟 1
𝑖 𝑗
...𝑟

𝑛𝑐
𝑖 𝑗

, 𝑟 1
𝑖 𝑗
...𝑟

𝑛𝑡
𝑖 𝑗

) ⊲ This is short-term observation and

we only have value of 𝑟𝑖 𝑗 for long lead-day 𝑗 = −120...−𝑘 where 𝑘≫ 0

2: 𝑚
𝑔

𝑖 𝑗
= 1

𝑛𝑔

[∑𝑛𝑔

𝑙=1
𝑟 𝑙
𝑖 𝑗

]
⊲ 𝑔=𝑡,𝑐

3: LIFT𝑖 𝑗 =
𝑚𝑡

𝑖 𝑗
−𝑚𝑐

𝑖 𝑗

𝑚𝑐
𝑖 𝑗

⊲

Calculate lift of revenue for night 𝑖 booked 𝑗 days ahead

4: �̂�𝑖 𝑗 =
𝑚𝑐

𝑖 𝑗∑
0

𝑗=−120𝑚
𝑐
𝑖 𝑗

⊲

�̂�𝑖 𝑗 is the average revenue taken in for night 𝑖 at lead-day 𝑗 across all

the listings historically running the production strategy

5: Assume LIFT𝑖 𝑗 = 𝑓 ( 𝑗 ) + 𝜖𝑖 𝑗 , calculate ˆ𝑓𝑊𝐿𝑆 ( 𝑗 ) , the WLS linear

regression estimator of 𝑓

6:
�LIFT𝑖 𝑗 = ˆ𝑓𝑊𝐿𝑆 ( 𝑗 ) ⊲ 𝑗 = −𝑘+1...0

7: return:�LIFTℎ𝑡𝑒 =∑
𝑖

∑−𝑘
𝑗=−120�̂�𝑖 𝑗 ×LIFT𝑖 𝑗 +

∑
𝑖

∑
0

𝑗=−𝑘+1�̂�𝑖 𝑗 ×�LIFT𝑖 𝑗
⊲ The long-term effect estimate by remixed HTE

8: end function

estimate when all nights were realized. The question is: if we had

stopped the experiment in Feb (short-term), can we still predict the

March (long-term) outcome using the new remixed HTE estimator?

In order to test our estimator,weuse long lead-day booking data of

March nightsmade between the start of the experiment inDecember

until Februaryas the train set.RemixedHTEestimator is thenapplied

on long lead-day revenue lifts to project out short lead-day revenue

lifts to the final outcome. Our test set is the final experiment out-

come at the end of March aggregated over all the bookings of March

nights across all the lead-days. To estimate the confidence interval

of the remixed HTE estimator, listing level bootstrap procedure[15]

is applied. Algorithm 2 details the evaluation procedure.

Algorithm 2 Evaluating performance of remixed HTE estimator on a real

experiment using bootstrap

1: for𝑏←1,𝐵 do
2: (𝑟 ′1

𝑖 𝑗
...𝑟 ′𝑛𝑐

𝑖 𝑗
, 𝑟 ′1

𝑖 𝑗
...𝑟 ′𝑛𝑡

𝑖 𝑗
) ⊲ Bootstrapped sample of the revenues

of listings in the experiment, 𝑖 being March nights, 𝑗 = −120,...,0
3: LIFT′𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡−𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 ⊲ Short-term experiment lift for 𝑗 = −120,...,−𝑘
4: LIFT′𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔−𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 ⊲ Long-term experiment lift for 𝑗 = −120,...,0
5:

�LIFT′ℎ𝑡𝑒 =𝐻𝑇𝐸 (𝑟 ′1
𝑖 𝑗
...𝑟 ′𝑛𝑐

𝑖 𝑗
, 𝑟 ′1

𝑖 𝑗
...𝑟 ′𝑛𝑡

𝑖 𝑗
) ⊲HTE

estimator of long-term lift using short-term booking data 𝑗 = −120,...,−𝑘
6: end for
7: return:Distribution of LIFT′𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡−𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 , LIFT′𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔−𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 , and�LIFT′ℎ𝑡𝑒
Fig. 10 demonstrates the performance of the estimator in relation-

ship to the long-term and short-term experiment results. The naive

short-term result deviates significantly from the long-term result.

We could have discontinued running this experiment due to the

significant estimated revenue loss using short-term booking data de-

spite all other positive lifts in host satisfaction metrics. The remixed

HTE estimator, in comparison, provides a confidence interval very

close to the final effect estimate when all March nights were realized.

While we did not ship this experiment solely based offHTE result,

the procedure gave us the assurance to keep this experiment running

to convergence. Additionally, by running this experiment for a rela-

tively long time, we have the data to validate our proposed approach.

Tentatively, HTE could cut down the experiment run-time from four

months to three months, and give us an initial read of the treatment

impact as early as two months. Given the scale of Airbnb, being able

to agilely ship or unship a pricing recommendation algorithm could

translate into significant revenue growth for the hosts and platform.

Figure 10: Remixed HTE experiment result from the short-term
comes sufficiently close to the long-term result.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper raises the awareness of lead-day bias present inmarket-

place experimentation of expirable goods. A theoretical examplewas

presented to demonstrate Mix Treatment Effect and Fill-rate Bias in

play together to seriously distort the experiment result. Empirical

evidence from a real pricing experiment supports the existence and

highlights the magnitude of distortion that lead-day bias can cause.

To ameliorate lead-day bias, we propose a three-prong approach:

(1)Limited roll-outof experiment: Insteadof the traditionalwayofde-

livering treatment to all the nights of listings in the treatment group,

we will only experiment on nights that are relatively far enough

from the experiment start date and limit the impact analysis to those

nights only. Thiswill allowus to observe the performance of the pric-

ing strategy for the entire booking cycle. (2) Smart-overlapping of

pricing experimentswith stack-up scheduling: By limiting treatment

roll-out and experiment impact analysis to a specific set of nights, we

can free up the other non-overlapping nights to other experiments.

We can potentially triple the number of experiments that we can run

in a calendar year and significantly accelerate our pace of innovation.

(3) An HTE remixed estimator for long-term experiment impact:

Instead of waiting for all the nights to be realized, we could adjust

the short-term result to project out the long-term. Aside from signifi-

cantly shortening the run-time of pricing experiments, the estimator

can serve as the guardrail for us to avoid running a long experiment

that could potentially hurt host revenues. Validation of our proce-

dure on a long-running experiment shows considerable potential,

and we will be investing heavily into validating and improving this

solution. With these three workarounds, we are tripling the agility

of our R&D process, making sure to deliver the best pricing insights

to hosts in a timely manner.

Admittedly, there are other considerations to keep in mind in

running marketplace experiments aside from the issues listed above.

Seasonality could heavily impact the experiment result. Running

the same experiment during the high vs. low season can point to

different conclusions. Special events or the black swans can make

the experiment result fail to generalize. The heterogeneity of treat-

ment effect across listing segments or destinations is also worth

considering in understanding the nuance of the treatment impact.

Nevertheless, understanding and remedying lead-day bias in mar-

ketplace experiments is a milestone in our quest to innovate online

measurement methodology.
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